The Abu Dhabi Parking Management Project - The Story so Far

Introduction
This paper describes the work undertaken to introduce a comprehensive system of
parking management to the City of Abu Dhabi. At present the City has no systematic
parking control. Therefore the proposal, which is to implement a city wide parking
management system as a single project, will be the equivalent of introducing the whole
of the central London parking system, which has developed over fifty plus years as a
single project in 2-3 years. It is thought therefore that this is the biggest single parking
project in the world.
This paper describes the background to the project. It describes the steps taken to
progress the proposal and the current status of the project. This is a work in progress
and so the authors will give an update of the current situation during the presentation.
Background
The City of Abu Dhabi is the federal capital of the United Arab Emirates and the capital
of the emirate of Abu Dhabi. The city is located on an Island on the south coast of
Arabian Gulf. The Island is about 18 km long and about 7km wide at its widest point in
the north. At its southern end it is connected to the mainland by two road bridges.

Growth of the city has been meteoric. In 1962, see below, it was little more than a small
coastal town where many of the buildings were single storey huts. Today it is a
modern cosmopolitan city with a population of about 750,000 with a grid pattern of dual
carriageway main roads and many high rise buildings.
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Commercial and social activity is concentrated in the CBD a 5x3 km. area at the
northern end of the island. The CBD is unusual in that it has a relatively large resident
population. It is quite common to have mixed use buildings where the ground and lower
floors are retail, whilst upper levels are office or residential. Indeed in some towers
some floors are office and others residential.
There is very little public transport; there is a sparse public bus network but service
frequencies are low. This is supplemented by many works buses where employers
operate private buses to bring their staff to and from work. For most people the main
form of transport is the car, or the local taxi service. Taxis are plentiful and cheap with
most journeys within the CBD cost less than 70 cents. There are plans to build a light
rail system, however the main mode of transport remains the private car.
The more modern buildings have dedicated parking, usually underground, but this
seldom serves more than a small proportion of the parking demand generated by a
building. The city did launch an initiative to build some underground public parking and
has created about 5,000 spaces in such structures. However, because the streets
remain free, these car parks are seldom more than about 25% full. The situation
continues to worsen due to a combination or increasing car ownership and
redevelopment where 5 storey buildings created in the 1970’s and 80’s are
progressively redeveloped as 20-30 storey structures. This increases both the resident
population and the numbers of workers.
The government structure in Abu Dhabi is simple. There is one level of government
and the Department of Municipalities and Agriculture (DMA) is a government
department of which Abu Dhabi Municipality (ADM) is one branch. The legal system is
at two levels. Federal law is a common legal system for all the Emirates. There are
also state laws which apply just within the individual Emirate.
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The Problem
The main roads are freeways and the stopping and parking restriction is largely
observed. However, between the grid pattern main roads each city block has a
network of service roads, which parallel the main grid, local distributor roads and
surface parking areas. It is estimated that these have a capacity of about 70,000
surface parking spaces in the CBD. However studies have shown that demand
reaches as high as 100,000 cars at peak times. This is achieved by double parking,
parking in aisles and parking where parking is banned for safety and access reasons.
The picture below shows a typical scene in the CBD.

The picture shows that some areas are marked as No Parking (the yellow and black
kerbs); these are enforced by the Abu Dhabi Traffic Police. However in reality the
enforcement effort is such that, as can be seen from the above, the risk of a ticket is
too low to deter drivers from parking illegally. This area would perhaps be visited once
a week or less and the police are unlikely to ticket more than a few token cars.
The problem is exacerbated by the local custom of taking a six week summer break
where cars are simply left at the side of the road for six weeks. A high proportion of the
people living in the city centre are ex-patriots and this can occasionally cause
additional problems where if an ex-patriot is unable to sell their car before leaving they
may simply abandon it. Finally the city had a short-lived programme where individual
spaces could be rented. It quickly became apparent that this reduced the space
available and has been abandoned but not before entrepreneurial local businessmen
started to fence off part of the roadway, quite illegally for use as their own private car
park. These spaces are gradually being recovered and returned to common use.
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So, in summary:
• The existing parking is over-subscribed by about 40%.
• The rules are ignored.
• Car ownership and use is growing.
• Public car parks are largely empty.
By the end of 2005 the government realised that continuation of the status quo was
untenable and the situation was reaching the point where public safety was put at risk
since the emergency services could not reach buildings if there were an incident. It was
therefore decided to implement a Parking Management Programme.
First Steps and a False Start
Work started in early 2006 to bring into effect a Parking Management Programme. The
starting point was to design and implement a pilot scheme in the city centre in one of
the busiest parts of the City. The sector chosen contained about 850 street spaces and
also included a 477 space underground car park which was 90% empty. Part of the
reason for choosing this zone was because, with the presence of the car park it was
clear that the existing parking demand could be accommodated; the problem was one
of management rather than capacity.
Because there is no culture or history of parking management it was felt that a pilot
scheme would allow both the City and the drivers to “try out “ ideas and test procedures
before the scheme was rolled out across the City.
The main components of the Pilot were determined after lengthy discussions with the
City and manufacturers. Although the City wanted a modern system it did not wish to
become a test bed for unproven systems no matter how innovative they might be.
Therefore, in defining the pilot the DMA sought to be progressive, but to ensure that all
the technical solutions recommended were based on well proven technology. The
main components of the pilot are described below.
The first task was to undertake a re-modelling of the street space to improve traffic
circulation, improve pedestrian safety and increase the number of spaces available.
Spaces were increased by over 10% to around 1,000 spaces.
For payment technology Abu Dhabi presents some unique challenges to equipment
suppliers. Most pay and display meters are designed for a northern European market
where temperatures are unlikely to exceed 40C but may fall well below zero. In Abu
Dhabi mid-summer daytime temperatures can reach 50C and internal temperatures as
high as 90C have been measured in the traffic signal control cabinets. Humidity is also
much higher than in Europe and there is a persistent problem with dust as a result of
the many sandstorms that occur. Finally because the city is by the sea, there is also a
corrosion problem caused by salt.
The decision was made to use a solar powered pay and display system with payment
by coin, credit card and stored value card. For the stored value card we sought to form
a relationship with Etisalat, the local phone company who already had a well-
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established network distributing similar cards for use in the public phone system. In the
event it was not possible to reach an agreement. The P&D machines would be
controlled remotely using GPRS or similar via wireless communications.
A
complementary mobile phone payment system was also planned. The decision was to
use an open access system which required no pre-registration or account with payment
collected directly through the phone account.
Serendipitously the City had a vacant retail unit in the pilot zone and this was
refurbished for use as the parking shop.
Cash collection and enforcement was planed using a local contractor and a local
security company was appointed to undertake these tasks. Again we were lucky in that
the chosen company was a subsidiary of a Canadian company and the local manager
had spent many years involved in parking enforcement in Vancouver.
As stated earlier the City is unusual in that the CBD has a large resident population and
so that in the chosen sector there was a mixed demand:
• There are several residential apartment blocks.
• Hotels.
• Two embassies.
• A ministry.
• The stock exchange.
• Restaurants and retailers, including a large supermarket.
• Businesses, including a courier company that uses motorcycles extensively.
All of these groups very quickly started clambering for special consideration which if
added together would have exceeded the available parking spaces by an order of
magnitude. Clearly the embassies and ministers (but not their staff) would rate special
consideration and it was recognised that some provision would be needed for
motorcycles but it was decided that all other demands would be required to compete
for spaces and to pay for their use; the only exception being spaces for the disabled.
In Abu Dhabi the weekend is Friday (the Muslim holy day) and Saturday. Given the
intense level of activity in the City centre it was decided to charge for parking from
Saturday to Thursday with charges applied from 08.00-21.00 hours.
Charges in the under-used car park were about 50 cents per hour to a maximum of
about €3.00. It was also possible to buy monthly and annual permits for €75 and €750
respectively. The DMA wished to encourage long-stay parkers into the car parks and to
generally discourage long-stay parking on the street. Therefore street charges were set
at 75 cents per hour for the first two hours and at about 1 Euro per hour thereafter.
Residents would have little choice but to park in their home zone and so the annual
resident’s permit to use street parking in just their home sector was set at about€350.
At this stage it was decided that each residence would be allowed just one permit
issued against proof of residence. There is no real understanding of the number of
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cars per household in the city centre or indeed whether there are houses in multiple
occupation. The figure below shows the Pilot Sector.

A major concern was that it would not be possible to find a suitable pay and display
machine. There were machines installed and working in Dubai but these were of an
old design and not felt appropriate for Abu Dhabi. Following discussions with three
suppliers it was agreed that they would supply 18 machines each, with the supporting
control room capability, the plan above shows the new street layout and the location of
the machines which were supplied by Siemans, Parkeon and a new design of machine
from Baumann, the German company that had supplied the machines in use in Dubai.
The desire was to make an early start on the pilot and this meant that not all the
desired facilities would be in place on the planned go-live date. In particular it was
recognised that, to operate efficiently would need a centralised IT system to manage
the system or Central Parking Management System (CPMS) which would take up to a
year to develop. The project was therefore planned to start early with things like permit
issue and parking ticket issue being done manually.
At an early stage in the process it was recognised that there was some uncertainty
about legal competences. The police clearly had traffic law powers to deal with the
existing parking restrictions (fire hydrants, no parking etc.) but these offences had a
very low priority and it was clear that they would not be able to provide the resources to
enforce the pilot scheme let alone the whole CBD. The Department of Municipalities
and Agriculture had other enforcement functions (e.g. markets) and so it was thought
that it would be a simple matter to extend their powers to deal with all stationary vehicle
offences.
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What was proposed was a geographical division between the Police and DMA. The
DMA would take responsibility for all stationary vehicle offences within the sectors and
the police would remain responsible for the main roads and outside the CBD.
By August 2006 the scheme was at an advanced stage and ready to “go- live” albeit
with a paper based system in place until the CPMS was available. Unfortunately, at
literally the eleventh hour the Traffic Police determined that:
• They could not provide any additional resources to enforce paid parking.
• They had no existing powers to enforce paid parking
• That since the powers to enforce the existing rules were federal powers, the DMA
could not take these duties over by means of a local ordinance.
Faced with this there was little choice except to stop the pilot project.
New Team, New Project
The original pilot project had been added to an existing contract for supervising road
maintenance on the Island. At about the same time that the pilot was stopped the main
project was re-tendered and the tender was won by a new consultancy. This contract
explicitly included the implementation of the city-wide PMP. Both authors had worked
on the original pilot project and were re-appointed to join the new team.
It was quickly established that the preferred way forward was to move to procure the
whole city as a project, rather than seek to re-start the pilot and so a new exercise was
started.
The Law
Given what had happened before a clear priority was to clarify the legal situation and
prepare and introduce any required new law. The ideal situation was to create a
legislative environment similar to the UK’s 1991 Road Traffic Act where the powers to
enforce stationary offences would reside with the DMA which would use contractors to
discharge the responsibility. It is fundamental to the Emirates culture that the DMA
should not employ large numbers of staff directly if at all possible, relying on the
services of contractors.
As stated before police powers are federal powers and so if the DMA were to be
granted equivalent powers it would be necessary to change the federal law. This was a
lengthy process and since the police did not have any power to deal with paid parking it
was decided to seek a new local power to allow the DMA to deal with the newly created
paid parking and offences within the paid parking areas.
After discussions with the police it was agreed that, if the DMA parking Inspectors were
to “report” other offences where the power to enforce was with the police, to the police
then the report of a DMA official would be sufficient to allow the police to issue a
penalty without a police presence. This accommodation ensured that the areas where
the Police had enforcement responsibility would not be swamped by offenders who
expected the police to take no action. Under UAE law if a driver receives a ticket and
does not challenge it in court the fines remains due and is registered against the
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vehicle. The UAE has annual vehicle licence renewal and the licence cannot be
renewed until any outstanding fines are cleared.
Legislation was drafted to allow the DMA to enforce parking. The process was quite
quick since the Executive Council (the national governing body) can enact such
legislation more or less immediately. However it was quickly established that although
the DMA could obtain such powers, the competence could not be delegated to a
contractor. Therefore the Parking Inspectors would have to be directly employed by the
DMA.
The Technical Requirement
Most cities throughout the world have developed their parking systems gradually over
years or decades. For example, the first clockwork parking meter was introduced over
seventy years ago. City systems have been introduced incrementally, gradually
growing both in complexity and geographical size as demands increased experience
grew and technology developed.
In Abu Dhabi the situation is very different. The city has arrived into the first decade of
the 21St century with the sorts of parking demands and problems that face any modern
western city of three quarters of a million but with no parking management. Looking at
this optimistically it gave a unique opportunity. Because there is no investment in
parking the City could adopt a completely modern solution unconstrained by earlier
decisions or equipment.
This did not mean that the City would become the test-bed for untested ideas. The
approach adopted was to identify systems and ideas that were of proven worth and to
build a total system from products and services that were known to work elsewhere.
The total concept was called the Parking Management Programme or PMP
The main components of the Parking Management Programme, to be provided by a
parking Contractor are:
• The parking spaces. The layout of the city centre provided enough space to
park about 70,000 cars on the surface and a further 5,000 or so in pre-existing
municipally owned and operated underground car parks. The city has an existing
roads maintenance contractor who would be responsible for any engineering
works needed to allow surface parking.
• Signs and markings. The UAE has a limited number of authorised traffic signs
which more or less conform to international norms. However there was no
approved sign for paid parking and so one was created, see below. It is a
requirement of the traffic code that signs are both in Arabic and English. The
Parking Contractor would identify the need for signing but signing and lining
would be provided by the roads maintenance contractor
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• Parking meters. It was decided that the primary means of paying for hourly
parking would be via a pay and display parking meter. The key features required
were:
o

o

o
o
o

The meters must be capable of operating in the climatic conditions
experienced in Abu Dhabi (50C ambient temperature, 90C internal
temperature, 95%RH, dust).
The meters should accept local coins, stored value cards and credit
cards. Local coinage is limited and low value; therefore it was decided to
include a non rechargeable stored value card and to accept credit cards.
A non rechargeable card was chosen to reduce the risk of
counterfeiting.
Meters would be monitored and controlled remotely via a GSM link or
similar.
Meters would be solar powered, obvious given the location.
Meters would have a bi-lingual capability allowing all displayed
information to be shown in Arabic and English, URDU may also be
added given the large proportion of the population originating from the
Indian sub-continent..

• Mobile phone payments. The idea of paying for parking via a mobile phone is
gradually becoming more widespread with over 20 systems being offered in
Europe at the present time. However the available evidence suggests that for
most systems, where the motorist has to pre-register in some way, use of the
phone payment system seldom rises above about 10%. A clear exception to this
is the Croatian m-parking system which is a completely open access system
where about 70% of all payments are made by mobile phone rather than using
the alternative pay and display meters.
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• Cash collection. The Parking Contractor will be responsible for collecting,
accounting for and banking all cash within the system
• Parking shop and public services. The Parking Contractor will be required to
set up and operate a number of parking shops across the city centre and provide
a call centre, web page, and leaflets and so on. The requirement is to make it as
easy as possible for the public to contact the parking service.
• Enforcement. Local law means that the DMA will have to provide the Parking
Inspectors; the contractor will be required to provide everything else. This
includes:
o
o
o
o
o

Tow trucks to remove obstructive parkers and repeat offenders
A wheel clamping capability
The hand held computers to be used by the Parking Inspectors
Fines processing and collection
A car pound

• A Parking office. The contractor is required to provide and maintain an overall
management capability to coordinate and monitor the ongoing operation of the
PMP.
• A Central Parking Management System. This is the core of the operation and
perhaps the most innovative part of the programme. Most cities have IT systems;
sometimes they will have several systems each managing a part of their parking
service. Since the project started with a clean sheet we were able to specify one
complete integrated system to do everything from scratch. The modules are:
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Cashier and Accounting Module. The PMP will handle large amounts
of money from many sources and this requires a common central
accounting process.
Parking Meter Reporting Module. The parking meters will have their
own central management system this module is to ensure that the
information from this system could be accessed and used centrally.
Permit Scheme Backend and Application Software. It was decided
at an early stage that residents’ permits would be managed as virtual
permits. Permit applications will be handled centrally and a virtual
permit issued. This immediately removes and theft or counterfeit issues.
Open-Access Mobile Phone Payment (M-Parking). The m-parking
system is anticipated to become the main payment system for hourly
parking; it was decided that the system must be open access allowing
any phone owner to use the system without any pre-planning.
Fines Backend and Application Software.
The DMA parking
inspectors will issue the fines, all subsequent processing including
challenges and payment will be managed by the parking Contractor.
Handheld Software for On-Site Mobile Parking Enforcement. The
Parking Inspectors hand held computer will be real time, on line to allow
checking of m-parking, virtual permits and to allow the user to request
clamping etc.
Wheel Clamping Backend and Application Software. Vehicles with
outstanding fines will be targeted for clamping. Clamping activity will be
monitored to ensure that the service maintains the required level of
service
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o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

Wheel Clamping Van Small Computer Software Interface. This is
the on- vehicle part of the system.
Removal Truck Backend and Application Software. The worst
offenders and obstructive vehicles will be targeted for removal. This
component of the CPMS will manage this activity.
Removal Truck Small Computer Software Interface. The on-vehicle
end of the activity.
Car Pound Backend and Application Software. All removed vehicles
will be taken to a car pound; this component of the CPMS will manage
this activity. All vehicles removed from the streets will be reported to the
Police.
Police Reporting Module. Once a fine is issued, if not paid by the due
date it will be reported to the Police who will tag the vehicle registration
to prevent re-registration until the fine is cleared. The Police will also be
notified of towed vehicles and can log target vehicles with the CPMS so
that if the vehicle is seen by a parking Inspector the Police will be told.
City-wide Parking Geo-Database and Application Software. To help
with longer term management of the PMP it was decided that all the
street markings and furniture should be recorded and added to the DMA
GIS.
Road Maintenance Reporting Module. The Parking Contractor will
have to coordinate any maintenance or repairs with the DMA’s road
maintenance contractor. This module will support this requirement.
Administrative Review Management Backend and Application
Software. This module would manage any appeal against a parking
fine. The intention is to allow an administrative review before a motorist
seeks redress in the municipal court.
Courts Reporting Module. The motorist has the right to challenge a
fine in the courts and this module would allow exchange of information
with the court.
Call Centre Backend and Application Software. Locals will be able to
get information about the PMP, pay fines and renew permits by calling
the call centre. This module will manage those activities. One feature
which will be more limited than would be the case in Europe will be
payment by credit card. Local regulations make the use of accredit card
to make an unattended payment more difficult.
Parking Shop Interface. This module would manage similar activities
to the call centre in the parking shops.
Off-Street Parking Facilities Reporting Module. As a part of their
contract the Parking Contractor will be required to replace the obsolete
equipment in the existing car parks with new Designa equipment. This
module ensures that the management and accounting information from
the car parks will be linked to the CPMS.
Dynamic Web-based Interface for Public Outreach with Secure ECommerce Functionality. The contractor will provide and maintain a
parking services web page which will allow remote payments, permit
applications etc.
MIS Module for Data Mining and Revenue, Statistical and Traffic
Reporting. The parking service will generate large amounts of
operational and financial data and this module will ensure that the data
can be used to manage and optimise the system and inform the City’s
transport policy planning.
Staff Deployment Planning Backend and Application Software.
Finally although the DMA will be responsible for the Parking Inspectors
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we recognise that there is no experience upon which to base or optimise
their deployment. This module will allow beats to be planned and refined
in the light of experience and changing conditions.
The total project is very large in terms of the number of spaces to be controlled in a
single exercise but it is the scale of the contract in terms of the range of services that
are required that leads to the assertion that this will be the biggest single parking
services contract in the world.
The ambitious plan is to roll out the project in 2-3 years in ten stages, see the figure
below. There remains some uncertainty about the last stage. The reason for this is
because the problem is localised within the zone. There is a concern that if controls
were applied to just the affected streets the problem would relocate to adjacent areas.
However, if controls were applied to the whole zone this may be seen as overkill for the
local problem. This issue will be revisited later in the project.

The Form of Contract
There is no experience in the Abu Dhabi of attempting to outsource a service on this
scale. Therefore there was a considerable debate about how best to involve the private
sector in the service. The main options considered were:
• A Franchise. With this option the private sector would be invited to bid to
provide and operate the parking service. The DMA would receive an agreed
payment and the franchisee would provide everything needed to operate the
parking and retain any revenues that were generated by the scheme. Something
similar had been attempted recently in Doha, the capital of Qatar but had been
unsuccessful and had been abandoned. This option could not be recommended
even although some local businessmen were pressing for a franchise. It would
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mean that the DMA would either lose control of a significant part of its transport
planning function or we would have to create a franchise with so many
constraints that the private sector would be unlikely to bid. The decision not to
progress this approach was reinforced by the need for the DMA to provide
enforcement staff. Such an arrangement would have created too great a potential
for contractual disputes.
• A Functionally Sub-divided Contract.
In many cities this is in effect what
happens now. One contractor provides and maintains the machines, another
provides the patrol staff. Someone else collects the cash; perhaps the city
operates the parking shop and administers the permit system and so on. In most
cities the basis of such an arrangement is usually that the City has a parking
operation where parts of the service are outsourced. In Abu Dhabi there is no
pre-existing service and so if parts of the service were outsourced as discrete
contracts there was a high risk of territorial disputes between the contractors and
a danger that the service would not be delivered to a satisfactory standard.
• A Geographically Sub-divided Contract. In round terms the scale of the
required service is equivalent to the whole of central London where services are
delivered by ten different boroughs each of which is responsible for its own area.
This approach has a number of attractions. There was a concern that the sheer
size of the contract could deter bidders. Breaking the contract into three or four
smaller geographical areas could make the project more attractive to the market
place. Further, because each contractor would provide everything needed within
a discrete geographical area it was felt that the risk of contractual disputes would
be reduced. However, it was felt that there would be too many elements of the
service that would have to be provided on a “whole city” basis and therefore with
this option the residual role of he DMA would be too large.
• A Combination of Geographical and Functional Sub-division. This combined
option offered no advantages and all the disadvantages of its component parts
and was quickly discarded.
• A Municipal Parking Company.
In many European cities the parking
service is provided by a semi autonomous service company, wholly owned by the
city which is run like a private company to deliver parking services in furtherance
of the city’s wider policy objectives. This is and remains the preferred option but
it has been recognised that, at this time the DMA is not in a position where it
could create such a company from scratch in an acceptable timescale.
• A Single Contractor. With a single contractor there was a real concern that the
scale of the contract and the risk that it entailed would deter bidders. However, it
was decided that this would be the approach adopted to procure the required
services.
Procurement
Having decided the form of contract it was decided to seek a service provider using a
two-stage tender process. It was decided to pre-qualify suitable bidders to, as far as
possible exclude low quality, low price offers from companies that did not understand
the requirement adequately.
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The first stage was to advertise the requirement publicly and invite pre-qualifying
submissions. In March there was a bidders’ seminar in Abu Dhabi where about 50
organisations attended. Interested parties included both major international parking
service providers and local businesses. On the due date 14 submissions were received
from both individual companies and consortia. We had recognised that the scope of the
services required would mean that bids from consortia were likely and this allowed
local businesses to work with foreign specialists to offer services.
The pre-qualifying offers were evaluated both in terms of the technical understanding of
the requirement and scored against a common evaluation framework. This resulted in
nine companies/consortia being pre-qualified. These offers included four of the world’s
biggest parking service companies as well as more local bidders and the
representatives of three of the largest parking equipment suppliers.
During the pre-qualification process a very detailed specification of the requirement
was drafted and the final document runs to over 200 pages. This was issued to the
short listed bidders in early May. The bidders were given 8 weeks to respond but
following applications from several bidders this was extended by a further 3 weeks.
Seven bids were received on the due date. One disappointing aspect of the process
was the withdrawal of three of the international companies. In two cases ownership of
the companies changed during the tender process and the new owners decided
against bidding. The third company simply did not respond to the tender.
Mid way though the tender period the DMA ran a seminar to allow bidders to ask
questions and seek clarification. Bidders were also allowed to submit written questions
where both the question and answers were distributed to all bidders. This was done to
ensure that as far as possible all bidders had the same understanding of the
requirement.
During the tender process a very detailed tender evaluation framework was prepared
which evaluated:
• The completeness of the bid. Had the bidder responded to all the tender
requirements? The tender document is very complex and all bidders missed
something. The failures ranged from trivial points missed to whole sections of the
bid document being ignored.
• The competence of the bid. Was the offer of service of sufficient merit; how
detailed was the description of what was being offered? Here again the response
was highly variable. Some bidders described their offer in great depth and detail,
demonstrating a clear understanding of the requirement and a clear explanation
of how they would undertake the contract. At the other extreme one bidder
simply duplicated the requirement and said “yes” to each requirement.
• The quality of the bid. Each bid was evaluated in terms of quality of the offer,
For example the type of pay and display machine offered and the hand held
computer and tow truck proposed.
• The value for money. Each bidder had provided a cost for their service. This
was in two parts. Identified capital items, such as the P&D machines, were
quoted as a unit price; the main service was quoted in terms of an all-inclusive
monthly fee. At this stage the evaluation of the bids became rather like buying a
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car. That is “offer A costs more but offers more “extras” than offer B”. We were
placed in the position of having to trade of between the price and quality of offer.
In order to do this the evaluation used an index where for each technically
acceptable bid point scored the bids were compared in terms of the price per
point. This is not entirely satisfactory since it could mean that a minimum
acceptable quality - low cost offer is considered more favourably than a high
quality, higher cost (but affordable) offer. There is a view that says when one is
seeking a quality service one should buy the best service that can be afforded
rather than spend the minimum to get an acceptable outcome.
The bids were evaluated and as a result the DMA invited four of the bidders to attend
interviews. In terms of the technical evaluation the outcome was quite clear, however
the Executive Council of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (effectively the government) has
instructed its officers to undertake site visits to the bidders before making a final
decision. Therefore, the appointment is unlikely to be made until late 2007 or even
early 2008. The situation today remains that the bids are on the table and a decision is
awaited.
The DMA recognises that it does not have the technical capability to supervise either
the introduction and roll out of the project or the ongoing operation. Therefore the DMA
is now preparing tender documents to procure the services of a Managing Consultant
to run the project on their behalf as the client’s representative.
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